
Eagles and Huskies prevail on Friday & square off Saturday for BattleZone 
championship: 
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Rancho Christian: 25-12-22-13=72  
Chino Hills:           13-21-19-14=67 
 
Corona/Centennial: 13-12-11-21=57 
Rancho Verde:         15-10-5-18=48 
 
If you are a basketball coach in Southern California there are a lot of tournaments out there to 
challenge high level programs in late November/early December. One such option is 
Corona/Centennial's BattleZone tournament which gathers sixteen of the area's top teams 
together for a week of tough competition to kick off in earnest their 2018 seasons. Coming into 
Friday evening's championship semifinals Rancho Christian, Chino Hills, Corona/Centennial, 
and Rancho Verde found themselves a win away from the finals. Once the dust settled it was 
Rancho Christian and Corona/Centennial earning berths in the finals by defeating Chino Hills & 
Rancho Verde respectively.  
 
In semifinal #1 Rancho Christian had multiple double digit leads but saw Chino Hills answer 
each run with a spurt of their own to keep within contact. After a quarter the Eagles led 25-13 
and were paced by Evan Mobley's 12 points (2 3 ptrs) while Jordan Montgomery went 2-2 from 
deep. Rancho Christian hit four of their seven shots from deep in that opening period.  
 
Chino Hills trailed by fourteen points at one point late in the second quarter but whittled that 
deficit down to 3 at 37-34 Rancho Christian after 16 minutes of play. Will Phuma had 8 of his 16 
points in the quarter including two three point makes from a step or so off the volleyball ten foot 
line. Onyeka Okongwu had 10 of his 26 points during period 2 action as the Huskies made their 
push.  
 
With 2:20 left in the third quarter Rancho Christian’s lead again reached ten or more points at 
57-46 off a three point make from Luke Turner. After twenty four minutes of action the lead was 
59-53 Rancho Christian as Chino Hills refused to go down without a fight. Ultimately this game 
came down to a late Huskies three point miss from Anthony Bell from the left wing down 71-67. 
Turner grabbed the defensive rebound and hit one of his two double bonus free throws with 9.4 
seconds to go giving Rancho Christian it's second straight BattleZone title game appearance.  
 
Eagles coach Ray Barefield remarked about the win “I give our team a lot of credit for finishing 
this one off. Sometimes you just gotta find a way to win and when it got tough we answered the 
bell. We had a couple of leads that we worked very hard for of 10, 12, and 14 points which was 
encouraging to see against a good team like Chino Hills but have to be better in some of our 



assignments so that teams can't come back on us like they did. All credit to Coach Latimore and 
his team for a hard fought and well played game.”  
 
As I chatted with the Eagles head coach I asked him to address some possessions of 0, 1, or 2 
quick passes then taking a three pointer along with his team's defensive rebounding and he said 
“I was definitely displeased with some of the shot selection tonight. We have to be more aware 
of time and score especially with a lead. On the glass its a committee approach. We did a good 
job of identifying Okongwu but we didn't do a good job on everyone else so their guards were 
able to come up with some of those loose balls and stay in contention.”  
 
Semifinal #2 saw the host Huskies of Corona/Centennial & Rancho Verde locked in a stalemate 
after 16 minutes at 25 all. Anthony Thomas had 12 points (all in the first half) for the Mustangs. 
After three quarters that lead reached 36-30 in favor of the Huskies. At its peak Centennial had 
a 50-32 lead before Rancho Verde made their push which ultimately ended up being too little 
too late as they fell 57-48 to the hosts.  
 
Mustangs coach Brandon Baker remarked about the loss “We were right there with a highly 
regarded Centennial side save for one brief stretch where they got their pace & offensively 
forced us into some horrible shots. In the room I told them that I was proud of their effort & that 
this likely won't be the last time we see them and we can still be better for next time out.”  
 
When asked to assess Thomas' hot first half Baker remarked “ He lost like 30 pounds this 
summer and has put in the work out there so he's earning his opportunity.”  
 
Centennial coach Josh Giles said of his team's efforts defensively to get the lead up to its 
highest mark at 18 points. “We did a great job of taking care of the ball and making sure we got 
high quality possessions. Once we got up 18 then it turned and we got sloppy allowing them 
that late push.”  
 
When asked for an area to watch for improvement in Saturday's final Giles remarked “I feel as if 
this game will come down to our rebounding ability against the Mobley's. If we don't get better 
there those guys could each get twenty rebounds…”  
 
Noteables:  
Corona/Centennial- Jaylen Clark 23 pts (10-13 FT's) & DJ Davis 11 pts  
Rancho Christian- Evan Mobley 27 pts (2 3 ptrs), Isaiah Mobley 15 pts, Luke Turner 13 pts, 
Jordan Montgomery 11 pts (2 3 ptrs both in first quarter)  
Rancho Verde- Tory San Antonio 13 pts, Anthony Thomas 12 pts, Derrick Nettles & Jaxon 
Turner 10 pts each  
 
Saturday's Schedule: All games at Corona/Centennial 
9AM- Eisenhower v San Bernardino  
1030AM- Great Oak v Highland  



12pm- Los Altos v Mission Bay  
130pm (Consolation Championship)- Temecula Valley v Santa Clarita Christian 
300pm- Orange Lutheran v St. Bernard's 
430pm- Foothill Christian v Etiwanda  
600pm- Rancho Verde v Chino Hills  
730pm (Championship)- Corona/Centennial v Rancho Christian  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


